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Abstract
We use a binomial model to derive the optimal trading strategy for a hedge fund manager facing different
constraints such as the possibility of the fund liquidation and a minimum net-of-fees return to deliver in order to
meet investors expectations. Our model enables us to link the optimal trading strategy and the optimal volatility
of the fund to the management and incentive fee rates, the minimum net-of-fees return required by investors, the
size of the fund and the moneyness of the option-like contract held by the manager. We find that even if the
optimal volatility of the fund increases when the option is out of the money, there is a certain point at which it
starts to decrease; and this point can vary from one manager to another given that it is related to factors such as
his ownership in the fund and his tolerance for risk. These results give further insights on why some empirical
studies such as Brown, Goetzmann and Park (2001) and Clare and Motson (2009) fail to find a general trend in
hedge fund managers’ risk-taking behavior when their option is out of the money.
Keywords: hedge funds, option-type compensation, high water mark, volatility, binomial model
1. Introduction
Several studies have addressed the issue of the risk-taking behavior of managers who have asymmetric
compensation packages (incentive fees) and the conflicting results show how difficult it is to come up with a
satisfactory answer. The incentive contract resembles a call option given that the manager receives incentive fees
when the asset value exceeds the high water mark. Using a TASS database, Brown, Goetzmann and Park (2001)
find that hedge fund managers tend to increase (decrease) risk in response to performance relative to their peers,
but not in response to their absolute performance. They argue that the positive relationship between volatility and
termination provides a disincentive for fund managers to gamble excessively when their option is out of the
money (OTM). Carpenter (2000) examines the behavior of a mutual fund manager who has an option-like
contract on the asset under management. She finds that the manager will increase the risk of the fund if the
fund's return is below the hurdle rate and will decrease the risk if the return is above the hurdle rate, which also
suggests a "locking in" behavior when the option-like contract is ITM. However, her analysis is over one period
and ignores the possibility of the fund being liquidated in response to poor performance unless its value becomes
zero. A liquidation boundary has been specified by other authors such as Goetzmann, Ingersoll and Ross (2003),
Hodder and Jackwerth (2007) or Panageas and Westerfield (2009). Their models show that the manager has the
incentive to increase risk given that the value of the option increases with the volatility, but as the fund's value
approaches the liquidation boundary, the manager will decrease risk.
In this study, we use a binomial model to assess the risk-taking behavior of a hedge fund manager. As in Hodder
and Jackwerth (2007), we present a theoretical and discrete time-model. Our approach enables us first to assess
the impact that the level of volatility has on the expected manager's fees and the expected investors' wealth. Our
results suggest the manager may not benefit from excessive risk-taking because a high level of volatility reduces
the expected investors' wealth, which may lead to outflows when their objectives are not accomplished and
therefore, may reduce the future compensation of the manager.
Second, we solve for the optimal trading strategy from the manager's prospect on a one-period basis. The
one-period setting is justified because even though the manager's horizon is longer, he implements his optimal
trading strategy period by period to maximize his compensation. He has an incentive to increase risk because his
expected fees increase with volatility, while investors would like to inhibit excessive risk-taking because it
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impacts negatively on their expected wealth and increases the magnitude of potential losses. To account for this
conflict of interest or agency problem, we derive the optimal trading strategy by setting first a liquidation
boundary for the fund, and unlike previous studies, we add a constraint related to a minimum net-of-fees return
to be delivered by the manager in order to renew his contract or avoid outflows due to poor performance. This
constraint can be considered as a benchmark for the manager and shows that the fund should bear a minimum
risk in order to meet investors’ expectations in terms of returns. We also add a third constraint related to the
manager' tolerance for risk. Our results show that the optimal allocation in the risky asset is negatively related to
management and incentive fee rates, and to the size of the fund. However, it is positively related to the minimum
net-of-fees return required by investors and to the moneyness of the option contract, the latter defined herein as
the distance between the high water mark and the fund value. This means that the more the option is OTM, the
higher the incentive to take risk will be. However, because of the liquidation boundary, there is a level of asset
under management where the risk exposure of the fund starts to decrease.
The contribution of our paper to the hedge fund literature is to give further insights on the reason why the
relationship between the volatility strategy of the manager and the moneyness of the option is complex
especially when the latter is OTM. Indeed, Brown et al. (2001) and Clare and Motson (2009) fail to empirically
find a clear behavior of hedge fund managers in response to absolute performance. Clare and Motson (2009) find
that sometimes managers increase risk when their option is OTM, but they do not "put it all on black" in other to
"win" back earlier losses. Our model shows that the manager increases the volatility up to a certain point when
the fund is below the high water mark. Above this point, he decreases the volatility of the fund due to the fear of
liquidation. This point depends on factors such as his tolerance for risk or his ownership in the fund and it is the
reason why the risk-taking behavior will differ from one manager to another, and it will remain difficult to find a
clear increase or decrease of risk when the option-like contract is OTM.
2. The Model
Compensation contracts for hedge fund managers include incentive fees which can be thought of as a call option
on the portfolio that they manage. At the end of each period, the portfolio can take on a continuum of values.
However, whatever the end value, there are only two possible outcomes: either the option is exercised or it is not.
The goal of this study is not to implement a sophisticated model that describes the precise portfolio value at the
end of each period. Our study aims to model the two possible outcomes for the option through time. To achieve
this, we use a binomial model. The binomial approach offers an intuitive and tractable setting for evaluating
options, and provides results that are easy to interpret. It has the advantage of providing a closed-form solution
for the optimal trading strategy and the optimal volatility of the fund.
The binomial model assumes that the asset value can either go up or down by a known amount and we use this
approach for the intuition it offers in modeling the risk-taking behavior of the manager. Indeed, one can consider
a binomial world setting where the manager bets on the market's direction. He can either win or lose. The initial
size of the fund is S0. We consider the problem of a hedge fund manager's optimal allocation of portfolio value
into a risky and a riskless investment opportunity. The riskless asset grows at the risk free rate rf and has a
volatility of zero, while the risky asset has a mean μe and a volatility σe. It follows a binomial random walk with
the up and down parameters u and d defined as:

u  1  e T
d  1 e T

(1)
(2)

The probability of a rise pe is defined as follows:

pe 

1 e T

2
2 e

(3)

and the probability of a fall is 1- pe. The choice of these constants is far from unique and we choose this
specification for estimation purposes. (Note 1)
The manager selects a dynamic strategy by allocating a fraction xe of the fund in the risky asset and the
remaining part (1- xe), is invested in the riskless asset. We allow the manager to control for xe which can be
superior to 1 when he uses leverage. In that case he borrows at the risk free rate rf. The asset under management
S follows a binomial random walk with a drift μ = xe μe + (1- xe)rf and a volatility σ = xe σe, and at the end of
the evaluation period, its value ST can have two possible outcomes, either

ST ,u  xe S 0 (1   e T )  (1  xe S 0 )(1  r f T )
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S T ,d  xe S 0 (1   e T )  (1  xe S 0 )(1  r f T )

(5)

or

The manager owns a fraction a of the fund with 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, and investors hold the remaining portion (1 - a) of the
assets. Management fees equal a proportion m ≥ 0 of fund value (1- a)ST at the end of the evaluation period and
incentive fees are a percentage k ≥ 0 of the fund's performance in excess of the high water mark HT, that is
(1-a)kmax{ST - HT,0}. For some incentive contracts, the high water mark grows at a certain rate of interest. As
Hodder and Jackwerth (2007), we assume that it grows at the risk free rate during the evaluation period such that
HT = H0(1+ rfT). The total wealth of the manager WT is the sum of his ownership in the fund and his fees. At the
end of the evaluation period, it is expressed as follows:

WT  aS T  (1  a)mST  k maxS T  H T ,0

(6)

Investors wealth is expressed as follows:

I T  (1  a)(1  m)ST  k maxST  HT ,0

(7)

From the above variables, the expected value of the manager's wealth at the end of the period is:

EWT   aEST   (1  a)mEST   kEmaxST  H T ,0
From the binomial model, it follows that:







E WT   aS 0 (1  T )  (1  a) mS 0 (1  T )  kpe max xe S 0 ( e T  r f T )  L0 (1  r f T ),0

(8)

with
L0 = H0 – S0, the moneyness of the option. (Note 2)
We can note that L0 ≥ 0 because the option is always either at the money (H0 = S0) or out of the money (H0 > S0)
at the beginning of the year.
The expected investors' wealth is:







EI T   (1  a) (1  m) S 0 (1  T )  kpe max xe S 0 ( e T  r f T )  L0 (1  r f T ),0

(9)

The moneyness (or more precisely the "out of the moneyness") L0 is an important variable of the model, because
it determines how far the fund value is from the high water mark. In other words, it is a measure of how far the
option is out of the money. This measure is interesting because it increases with previous losses and it shows the
path-dependent nature of the manager's payoffs. The larger the value of L0, the smaller the expected
compensation of the manager.
3. Impact of the Fund's Volatility Level on Expected Values
Replacing the probability pe by its expression in equation (3), we obtain, depending on whether the option is
expected to be exercised or not, the following expressions for the derivatives of E[WT] and E[IT] with respect to
the volatility of the risky asset:




 e T xe S 0 r f T  L0 (1  r f T )
EWT  1
 (1  a)1k  xe S 0 T 
 e
2
 e2

and
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(11)

where 1k is an indicator variable such that:
1k = k if the option is exercised
1k = 0 otherwise.
This shows that EWT   e  0 and EI T   e  0 . The sensitivity of the expected manager's wealth and that
of the expected investors' wealth with respect to volatility are equal in amplitude, but of opposite signs; the first
being positive and the latter being negative. Then, for a given expected return, a higher level of risk has a
positive impact on the manager's wealth. In fact, a high level volatility does not change the expected value of the
manager's ownership in the fund, nor that of the management fees at time T. For a given expected return, these
values remain constant whatever the level of volatility and we have EaST   e  0 and EMfessT   e  0 .

A higher level of volatility only increases the expected value of incentive fees because the distribution of the
possible values of the option-like payoff is truncated at zero and we have EWT   e  EIfessT   e . As a
consequence, this reduces the expected investors' wealth of the fund by the same amount. The above equations
show that the manager may have an incentive to increase risk, but if he has to choose between two assets having
the same expected return, a rational manager will invest in the one with the lower volatility; because it has a
better risk-adjusted return and also because even if investing in the asset with the higher volatility increases the
expected value of his incentive fees, it reduces the expected value of investors wealth. If the manager wants to
increase his fees, a solution is to increase the proportion of the fund invested in the asset with the best
risk-adjusted return. This will increase the volatility of the whole fund as well as its expected return. As result,
the manager will increase both the expected value of his wealth and the expected investors' wealth. The
question is what is the optimal proportion to be invested in the risky asset, because increasing the risk of the fund
also increases the magnitude of losses in the case where his bet does not come true.
4. Other Factors That Can Impact the Manager's Risk-Taking Behavior

The above results suggest that even if, a priori, we may have reason to believe that hedge fund managers have a
strong incentive to take a high level of risk, especially when their incentive contract is OTM, they may not
necessarily do so given the potential impact that it has on investors wealth. Furthermore, their volatility strategy
may not only be driven by the willingness to exercise their option or to increase the value of their option contract,
but also by other factors. Theory suggests that the value of an option increases with the volatility of the
underlying asset. But this theory does not address the issue of overall wealth when the holder of the option is
also the manager of the underlying asset, and this is the case for hedge fund managers. As Goetzmann et al.
(2003) mention, hedge fund managers cannot do any form of delta hedging. They hold option-like contracts on
assets they manage. If you hold an option contract on an underlying asset traded in the market, you will benefit
from an increase in the volatility of the asset because it implies that your contract is worth more. However, if you
have some interest in the underlying asset, you will be concerned by its risk level, and this is the case for hedge
fund managers because a high volatility of the fund is also associated with a high probability of termination.
Many other factors may affect the risk-taking behavior of the manager such as his relative performance, his
ownership in the fund, the size of the fund and the average risk of his peers. The various categories of hedge
funds do not have the same exposure to risk factors and therefore, do not have the same level of risk. For
instance, the average monthly volatility for Fixed Income Arbitrage funds in the TASS database from January
1994 to June 2011 was 2.60%, while it was 5.93% for Emerging Market hedge funds. (Note 3)
As for the size of the fund, incentive fees do not have the same importance in the manager's compensation.
Incentive fees might be more important for a small fund because management fees (paid from the asset under
management) might sometimes be insufficient to cover operating expenses. On the other hand, incentive fees
might not be as important for a large fund which can cover its operating costs with management fees. Hence, a
manager of a small fund is constrained to assume a higher level of risk in order to survive because for him, the
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relative importance of incentive fees is higher than it is for a manager of a large fund. As the fund grows, the
relative importance of incentive fees decreases and thereby, the need to take riskier positions decreases.
5. Optimal Trading Strategy

The previous equations show that for a given expected return, a higher level of risk has a positive impact on
manager incentive fees and a negative impact on investors wealth. On one hand, the manager has an incentive to
manage a fund with a high level of risk because his option value at each period increases with volatility. On the
other hand however, a higher volatility increases the magnitude of losses and this could be harmful to the
manager's reputation as well as to his ownership in the fund and his compensation because of outflows due to
bad performance. Outflows represent a powerful tool that investors can use in order to prevent excessive
risk-taking by managers. Outflows lower managerial compensation because fewer assets under management
imply smaller management and incentive fees. Outflows can also be costly for the manager because he could be
forced to liquidate certain positions at a suboptimal price in order to meet redemptions. Outflows can even lead
to the liquidation of the fund. The 2008 financial crisis is an example where many hedge funds have been forced
to liquidate due to redemptions. In order to avoid withdrawals, and even attract new investments, the manager
should maintain a good track record. For each period, he should provide the investor with a return after fees
superior to that the latter can achieve on his own, otherwise he is better off investing elsewhere. Indeed, the
reason why investors accept liquidity constraints imposed by hedge funds and the payment of high incentive fees
is the strong expectation that year after year they will provide absolute returns. (Note 4)
Hedge funds define themselves as absolute-return strategies and a positive periodic return can be considered an
implicit feature of the contract. This return may also depend on market conditions. For example, if we assume
that the investor has the choice of investing in either a hedge fund or the risk free rate, this minimum return
should be superior to the risk-free rate. Then, for each period, the manager faces a trade-off between increasing
his fees and meeting investors expectations.
Now, let us solve for the optimal trading strategy of the fund from the manager's prospect. Let's denote rb, the
minimum net-of-fees return required by the investor, which in other words can be considered as a benchmark for
the manager. As we mentioned, it may depend on market conditions, and we should have a specific rb for each
period. We assume that rb is known at the beginning of each year and does not change during the year. Another
assumption is that the fund can be liquidated in the event of a very poor performance as in Goetzmann et al.
(2003) and Hodder and Jackwert (2007). Therefore, the manager should always watch the downside risk of the
fund even if its expected return is positive. In our binomial model, a loss can occur with the probability (1-pe).
An optimal behavior would be therefore to ensure that in the case of the occurrence of this state of nature, the
value of the fund remains superior or equal to the liquidation boundary, otherwise the fund will be liquidated
(immediately after the payment of management fees). Let's denote B0, the liquidation boundary at the beginning
of the year. (Note 5)
Another point to consider is the fact that in the three components of the manager's wealth, only the expected
value of incentive fees increases with volatility as we mentioned previously. The expected value of management
fees and that of his ownership in the fund does not change with a greater volatility. On the contrary, they will not
necessarily benefit from a higher volatility because a higher level of risk also increases the magnitude of losses;
and the higher the losses the lower this part of the manager's wealth will be. We then suppose that, according to
his tolerance for risk, the manager sets a limit variance θ² for this part of his wealth.
The manager's optimization problem is then to choose an admissible trading strategy that maximizes his
expected wealth at the end of the evaluation period T, by using
max E WT 
 xe

s.t. E I T   I 0 (1  rbT )


S T , d  B0



Var aS T  (1  a)mS T    2



(c1)
(c 2)
(c3)

The first constraint (c1) is related to the minimum net-of-fees return to achieve in order to meet investors
expectation. If the performance of the fund is below this return, the manager exposes the fund to outflows. The
40
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second coonstraint (c2) is related to the liquidationn boundary; iif the value oof the fund faalls below B0, this
constraint will be violateed, which will imply the liquuidation of the fund. The thirrd constraint (c
(c3) is related to
t the
limit volattility sets by thhe manager forr the part of hiss wealth for whhich a higher vvolatility repreesents a higherr risk,
namely hiis investment in the fund pplus managemeent fees. Som
me critical valuues for xe folllow from the three
constraintss:
 (c1) impplies that, depennding on whetther the optionn is expected too be exercised,, we should haave xe ≥ xc1 with
h

  T
1
S 0 (1  rbT )  (1  m)(1  r f T )  1k L0 (1  r f T )1  e

e
2




xc1 



  T
1
S 0 (1  m)( e  r f )T  1k S 0 ( e T  r f T )1  e

2
e







(12)






where 1k iss an indicator variable
v
such tthat:
1k = k if thhe option is exeercised
1k = 0 otheerwise.
 (c2) impplies that xe ≤ xc2 with
xc 2 

S 0 (1  r f T )  B0
S 0 ( e T  r f T )

(13)

 (c3) impplies that xe ≤ xc3 with

xc3 



 e a  (1  a)m

(14)

Then, xc1 rrepresents the lower frontierr for xe, and xc2 and xc3 repreesent its upper frontiers. We can note that xc1 is
positively related to rb, implying
i
that the higher invvestors expectaations in term
ms of return, thhe higher should be
the investm
ment of the funnd in the riskyy asset. We cann draw the froontiers inside w
which the mannager can maxiimize
his wealthh without viollating any of the three connstraints. Figuure 1 shows thhese frontiers if we assume
e the
following values for thee parameters: μe = 0.08, σe = 0.2, m = 0.022, k = 0.2, rf = 0.01, rb = 0.004, T = 1, a = 30%,
θ = 0.14, and B0 = 50. H0 = 100 and the value of S0 varies from
m 100 to 51 coorresponding tto a moneyness L0
varying froom 0 to 49.

Figure 1. Frontiers foor the risky assset weight relaated to constraiints c1, c2 andd c3 and for diffferent levels of
o
m
moneyness
The dottedd lines represeent the frontieer for (c1) and (c3), and thhe full and tinny line, the frrontier for (c2)). xc1
correspondds to the weigght at which the net-of-fees return of thhe fund is equual to the minnimum require
ed by
41
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investors. We can see thhat xc1 decreasses up to the ppoint at which the option is eexpected to bee exercised without
violating cconstraint (c1).. This correspoonds to a valuee of S0 equal too 88 and a valuue of 12 for L0. Above this point,
p
a lower weeight for the riisky asset impllies a low volaatility of the whhole fund, insuufficient to proovide the minimum
net-of-feess return required by investorrs. So, the mannager should stop to decrease the allocatioon in the risky asset
and xc1 beccomes constannt. For this vallue of xc1, the option is not eexercised and tthe net-of-feess return of the fund
is rb.
Regardingg xc2, we can seee that it decreeases as the m
moneyness L0 inncreases. Thiss suggests that as the value of
o the
fund decreeases and gets closer to the liiquidation bouundary, the mannager should rreduce the inveestment in the risky
asset. As ffor xc3, it remaiins constant annd does not deppend on the m
moneyness. Thee hatched area represents the
e area
in which thhe manager caan invest in thee risky asset w
without violatinng any of the tthree constrainnts. We can see
e that
beyond a certain level of moneynesss it becomes iimpossible to invest withouut violating at least one of these
constraintss. In the presennt example, thiis level of monneyness is about 41, which ccorresponds to a value of S0 equal
e
to 59. Therrefore, above this
t point, it iss impossible too have an optim
mal solution.
The expression of xc3 inn equation (14)) shows that thhe more the m
manager is inveested in the funnd, the less xc33 will
be. It is thhe only frontiier that depennds on the maanager's stake in the fund aand it shows hhow the mana
ager's
propensityy of taking riskk will be reducced with his innvolvement inn the fund. Figuure 2 shows thhe values of xc3
c for
values of m
manager stake equal to 10%,, 20% and 30%
%.

Figure 2. Fronntiers related too constraint c33 for different values of the m
manager's ownnership a
We can seee how xc3 deccreases with thhe manager's sstake in the fuund. For instannce, for a = 10%, xc3 is allmost
equal to 6,, meaning thatt with a 10% oownership in thhe fund, and aaccording to hiis tolerance foor risk, the man
nager
can be com
mfortable in innvesting a maximum of six tiimes the value of the fund inn the risky asseet. This represe
ents a
leverage raatio of 5. Whille for a 30% ownership, xc3 = 2.23, which reduces considderably the maaximum investtment
in the riskyy asset.
Dependingg on the managger's stake in tthe fund, the uupper limit forr xe is xc2 or xcc3. However, evven if investin
ng xc2
or xc3 in thhe risky asset provides the manager withh the maximum
m wealth that he can expecct without violating
constraint 2 or constrainnt 3, it does noot necessarily rrepresent the ooptimal tradingg strategy becaause it constitu
utes a
very risky position. For instance, if thee manager inveests the proporrtion xc2 in the risky asset, thhe value of the fund
will fall too the liquidatioon boundary iff his bet does nnot come true aand the survivval of the fund will be threate
ened.
So, the opptimal investm
ment in the riskky asset is below xc2 or xc3 uunless it is necessary. For eexample, suppo
ose a
certain am
mount of fees (m
management fe
fees + incentivee fees) for whiich the manageer is comfortabble, in other words,
w
for which he can cover his
h operating eexpenses and rremain with a certain profit. Then, the prooportion of the fund
that he willl invest in thee risky asset w
will be the one for which he can expect to earn this amoount of fees. Let
L us
denote thiss amount v. Too solve for the correspondingg weight in thee risky asset, w
we have the following equatio
on:

(1  a)mES T   (1  a)kEmaxS T  H T ,0  v
The solutioon is
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v
1   T
 mS 0 (1  r f T )  k 1  e
e
(1  a )
2 
mS 0 (  e  r f )T 

1   e T
k 1
2 
e


 L0 (1  r f T )
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(16)


 S 0 ( e T  r f T )



We can see that the abbove parameteers impact diffferently on xv (the derivatiives of xv witth respect to these
parameterss are presentedd in the appenddix):
 There is a negative reelationship betw
ween xv and thhe incentive ffee rate k. A hhigher k impliees a lower xv and
a a
lower k im
mplies a higherr xv. This is connsistent with C
Carpenter (2000) and shows tthat granting a high-incentiv
ve fee
rate to the manager contrributes to reduucing his appettite for risk
 The sam
me relationship exists betweenn xv and the maanagement feee rate m.
 There is a positive relaationship betw
ween xv and thee level of moneeyness L0, impplying that as tthe option goe
es out
of the monney, the managger should incrrease risk. Carppenter (2000) also finds a sim
milar relationsship.
 There is a negative relaationship betw
ween xv and thee asset under m
management S0. This corroboorates what we
e said
in the prevvious section; smaller fundss will have moore incentive tto increase rissk given the im
mpact of the fund's
fu
size on thee manager's compensation.
 Finally, there is a posittive relationshhip between xv the manager'ss stake in the fu
fund a, meaninng that the morre the
manager iss invested in the
t fund, the hhigher xv shoulld be in order to earn the saame level of inncentive fees given
g
that they aare paid on a loower proportioon of the fund ((1- a).
Figure 3 shhows the valuees of xv for diffferent levels oof moneyness aand for differeent values of a,, when for example
v = 5. Wee can see how
w xv is an inccreasing functiion of a and L0. As the m
moneyness incrreases, xv incre
eases
unboundeddly.

Figure 3. Values of the
t risky asset weight xv for a = 10%, a = 220% and a = 300% and for diffferent levels of
o
m
moneyness
The relatioonship betweenn xv and a seem
ms to be contraary to the concclusions of othhers studies whhich find that as
a the
manager's ownership in the fund increeases, his risk ttaking behavioor is reduced. ((Note 6) In facct, it is not the case
because, aas we showed earlier, xc3, w
which is related to manager's tolerance foor risk, decreasses with a; an
nd xc3
prevails uppon xv otherwise, constraint ((c3) is violatedd.
So, even if xv increases with a, its maxximum admisssible value willl be reached eearlier for highher values of a and
as result, the manager'ss ownership iin the fund w
will contributee to reduce hiis risk taking behavior. Th
his is
illustrated in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Values
V
of the rrisky asset weiight xv when coonstraint c3 is taken into acccount
t xc2
Moreover,, as we mentiooned previouslly, the optimaal investment iin the risky assset should nott be superior to
otherwise, constraint (c22) will be violaated. Then, thee manager willl choose the loower of xv, xc2 and xc3 to inve
est in
the risky aasset. In addittion, xv shouldd be superior or equal to xc1 in order to fill the condiition related to
o the
minimum return rb. Therrefore, the optiimal weight foor which all thee conditions arre filled is:

x e*  maxx c1 , min( x v , x c 2 , x c 3 )

(17)

We can theen obtain the optimal
o
volatillity of the fundd as follows:

 *  xe* e

(18)

The sign oof the relationship between x*e and the paraameters k, m, S0, L0, a holds aalso for σ and these parameters.

w
of the risky asset for a = 10%, a = 20% and a = 300% and for diff
fferent levels of
Figuree 5. Optimal weight
m
moneyness
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Figure 6. O
Optimal volatiility of the fundd for a = 10%,, a = 20% and a = 30% and ffor different leevels of money
yness
Figure 5 aand 6 represennt the optimal proportion off the fund to bbe invested inn the risky assset and the optimal
volatility oof the fund. We
W can see in fiigure 5 that foor low values oof the moneyneess L0, the mannager increase
es the
investmennt in the risky asset
a
by using leverage as thhe probability oof exercising hhis option-likee contract is higher;
and the higgher his ownerrship in the funnd, the higher the use of leveerage. Howeveer, the manageer starts to decrease
the investm
ment in the riskky asset for soome levels of m
moneyness andd each of thesee levels dependds on the value
e of a,
his ownerrship in the fuund. The highher his ownersship, the earlieer x*e starts too decrease andd for L0 = 11, the
investmennt in the risky asset
a
becomes the same whattever the owneership of the m
manager. For L0 = 38, the man
nager
stop using leverage and starts to increaase the investm
ment in the riskk free asset to rreduce the whhole risk of the fund
given that asset value gets
g closer to tthe liquidationn boundary. Beeyond the valuue of L0 = 41, it is impossib
ble to
invest withhout violating at least one off the constraintts and it is therrefore impossibble to have an optimal weigh
ht for
the risky aasset beyond thhis value.
6. Conclussion
The optionn-like compennsation contracct of hedge funnd managers sserves as an inncentive to supperior performance.
However, this particularr form of manaager compensaation can also bbecome an inccentive to takee more risk in order
o
to end up with an incenntive contract iin the money. The purpose oof this paper iis to evaluate tthe optimal tra
ading
strategy fo
for a hedge fund
fu
manager facing different constraintts among otheers, the possiibility of the fund
liquidationn or a minimuum return to deliver in ordder to meet innvestors expecctations. To tthis end, we use
u a
binomial m
model and our analysis docum
ments interestiing findings.
First, we ffind that a highh level of risk positively imppacts the expeected manager''s incentive feees at the end of
o the
period butt negatively im
mpacts the expeected investorss' wealth. Withh a one-year coontract and witth no investme
ent in
the fund, the manager's optimal behhavior would be to maxim
mize the valuee of his optioon-like contrac
ct by
increasing the volatility of the fund innfinitely if he does not have to meet inveestor expectatiions. Howeverr, the
time horizzon of the mannager's contract is more thann one year and he must makee a trade-off between current and
future payoffs because a high volatilityy level increasses the magnituude of potentiaal losses and a decline in the fund
value also implies a declline in his overrall future weaalth.
Among otther interestingg results of ouur model, we ffind that even if the optimaal volatility of the fund incre
eases
with the "out of the mooneyness" of thhe option, therre is a certainn point at whicch the optimall volatility starrts to
decrease; and this pointt can vary froom one managger to another given that it is related to ffactors such as
a his
ownershipp in the fund annd his tolerancce for risk. Thiis is consistentt with Brown, Goetzmann annd Park (2001) and
Clare and Motson (20099) who docum
ment in empiriccal studies thatt it is difficultt to find a general trend in hedge
h
fund manaagers risk-takinng behavior whhen their optioon is OTM.
The resultts of the presennt study suggeest that incenttive contracts, to the extent that they are llong-term-orie
ented,
are designned to encouragge good perforrmance. Our conclusions appply not only too hedge funds, but to any forrm of
contract w
where the manaager's compenssation has an iincentive featuure. With a higgh water mark provision, as is
i the
case for heedge funds, thhe incentive coontract will be either at the m
money or out oof the money at the beginnin
ng of
each year.. Each loss wiill contribute tto increase thee "out of the moneyness" oof the option-llike payoff and
d the
greater thee "out of the moneyness",
m
thhe lower the exxpected fees off the manager.. In this respecct, the very forrm of
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hedge fund contracts contributes to lower the manager's appetite for risk because he earns incentive fees only
after recovering past losses. With the absence of a high water mark provision, which is the case in many
instances such as corporate executives compensation contracts, the option is at the money at the beginning of
each year which does not help reduce the agency problem. Nowadays, where the compensation of corporate
executives is increasingly called into question, hedge fund compensation contracts, although not perfect, could
be a good source of inspiration.
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Appendix
A.1. Expected Values and the Derivates with Respect to Volatility

From the binomial model we have:
EST =S0 (1+Te )
With

μ

+ (1- )

The expected value of the manager's wealth is expressed as follows:

EWT   aEST   (1  a)mEST   kEmaxST  H T ,0


 p e maxx e S T ,u  H 0 (1  r f T ),0
 aS 0 (1  T )  (1  a ) mS 0 (1  T )  k 

 (1  p e ) maxx e S T , d  H 0 (1  r f T ),0 







 p e max x e S 0 ( e T  r f T )  L 0 (1  r f T ), 0
 aS 0 (1   T )  (1  a )  mS 0 (1   T )  k 

  (1  p e ) max x e S 0 (  e T  r f T )  L 0 (1  r f T ), 0






 




where L0 = H0-S0.
With L0 ≥ 0 given that H0 ≥ S0, we have:





(1  p e ) max xe S 0 ( e T  r f T )  L0 (1  r f T ),0  0
and as result,







E WT   aS 0 (1  T )  (1  a ) mS 0 (1  T )  kpe max xe S 0 ( e T  r f T )  L0 (1  r f T ),0
With p e  1   e T , we obtain:
2
2 e






 xe S 0  e T  (  e  r f )T

1 
E WT   aS 0 (1  T )  (1  a ) mS 0 (1  T )  1k 
 T xe S 0 r f T  L0 (1  r f T )
2  L (1  r T )  e

0
f
e





where 1k is an indicator variable such that:
1k = k if the option is exercised
1k = 0 otherwise.
Then, the derivative of with respect to the volatility of the risky asset is:




 e T xe S 0 r f T  L0 (1  r f T )
EWT  1
 (1  a)1k  xe S 0 T 
 e
2
 e2

By the same way we have:

EI T   (1  a)(1  m) ES T   kEmaxS T  H T ,0
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 x e S 0  e T  (  e  r f )T
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 (1  a ) (1  m) S 0 (1  T )  1k 
 T x e S 0 r f T  L0 (1  r f T )
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Then, its derivative of with respect to the volatility of the risky asset is:






 e T x e S 0 r f T  L0 (1  r f T ) 
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A.2. Derivatives of xv with Respect to Parameters k, m, L0, S0 and a
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